
Undertaking by the Student for Computer Lab Rules  

I, ____________________________________________________________________ (full name with 

registration number) s/o d/o Mr./Mrs./Ms. _______________________________________________ having 

been admitted to _____________________________________________________ (name of the course). I 

carefully read and fully understood the Computer Lab rules and regulations given below: 

1. The computers in the SC&IS computer labs are to be used by JNU Students and Employees as well as by 

persons authorized by Dean of the School. Users are not allowed to misuse computers or to invade 

privacy by exploring directories and stealing passwords of others. 

2. Users are not allowed to download any copyright protected material or information or make illegal 

copies (eg. software, music, video, books, photography etc.)  on JNU computers using peer to peer, 

torrent, communication or messenger program, or other technologies. Bit torrent and other file sharing 

programs can transmit files on your computer to others in violation of copyright laws, with or without 

your knowledge. 

3. Users shall not deliberately destroy or damage instruments either through physical means or through 

introduction of programs that can damage instrument or software. 

4. Users should not use School computing facilities for commercial purposes or financial gain without 

receiving prior permission from the School for such use. 

5. Users are not allowed to play games in the lab, no Skype video chatting, and no movies watching on 

YouTube etc. Computers in the labs must be used only for educational purposes, not for entertainment. 

6. No food, drinks, or use of tobacco in any form is allowed in the labs. 

7. Students are expected to cooperate with the Lab Attendant for inspecting activities in the labs. 

Students must show their ID cards on demand by authorized officers. 

8. The softwares and operating system available in the computer labs is provided accordingly to academic 

requirements. Changes of software are done only by School upon request of students recommended by 

the Faculty Members of Schools and approved by the Dean of the School and according to the 

availability of licenses. Attempts to install software other than what has already been installed, or 

modification of the existing configuration, are not allowed. The SC&IS school recommends open source 

software’s. 

9. The University is not responsible for problems by computer viruses or improper use of the equipment, 

or loss of data due to equipment malfunctions or any other reason. Students are advised to keep 

important data backup at regular intervals. 

10. Shifting/ Swapping of hardware is strictly prohibited. 

11. Personal laptops are not allowed for students/trainees in Computer Labs/Schools without Challan/ 

Entry Pass at Gate and recommended by Supervisor. The School Administration would not be held 

responsible for any damage or loss of personal laptops or electronic items. 

I hereby solemnly affirm that, if found guilty suitable action may be taken as per the rules of the University and 

Law of the land on violation of these rules. 

 

        Signature of Student  

Date        Name: 


